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the '90s. I am sure that we will have expanded our knowledge of nonmonotonic reasoning and logic
programming and will have answers to some, if not all of the questions I have posed.
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problems with the alternative theories. In this connection, Lifschitz has speci ed a list of benchmark
problems whose solution in nonmonotonic reasoning would be very productive [Lif89a]. However,
work on large applications will lead to insight into scienti c issues that must be addressed, tell us
how practical our theories are, and potentially be of bene t to the military and to industry. The
foundations of nonmonotonic reasoning have been suciently developed to warrant implementations.
Unless we do some, if not all, of the above, the complaints that Minsky and others have - that
the work is nice from a logician's view, but has little relevance to arti cial intelligence - will remain.
As evidenced by the work cited in this paper, we know a great deal about nonmonotonic reasoning,
tractability, and logic programming, but we have not yet assimilated what to do with this knowledge.
The theories that we develop are important in that they provide a semantics for nonmonotonic
reasoning. A common mistaken critique of the use of logic or nonmonotonic reasoning is that one
cannot use heuristics or deal with context. This critique is not relevant as it has been shown that
whether or not we are dealing with a form of logic, heuristics can be used (e.g. which rule to select,
or which proof path should be explored rst). It also has nothing to do with whether or not we can
use bottom-up, top-down, or inside-out approaches to search. All of these are compatible with each
approach to nonmonotonic reasoning. The introduction of context to an application is also compatible
with logic and nonmonotonic reasoning. How we implement the logic theory is another issue.
In an invited paper that I gave at the Principles of Database Systems [Min88], I stated,
It seems to me that the elds of databases, logic programming, deductive databases,
arti cial intelligence, and expert systems will move towards one another. Formalisms
and techniques developed in each of these areas will assist the others. Science builds
upon theories. Theories developed for deductive databases and logic programming will,
therefore, be built upon to further developments in the above subjects.
The comments concerning arti cial intelligence refer, of course, to nonmonotonic reasoning. If
arti cial intelligence is to be a mature science, formal theories are essential. Tractability results are
also important, but it would seem that average case analyses might be even more important. It is
clear from the results sketched in this paper that the elds of logic programming and nonmonotonic
reasoning are on solid scienti c ground and that signi cant results have been developed in both areas
and in their relationships. I look forward to looking back at the eld at the end of the decade of
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3. Given a particular theory, what are tractable classes of problems for which it is e ective?
4. Given large problems that may be either tractable, or intractable, what are e ective techniques
that may be used to implement the theories?
5. Are there approximations to the semantics of nonmonotonic reasoning that are sound and may
be more tractable than the full theory?
6. How does one select from alterative semantics for logic programs that contain di erent rules of
default and classical negation?
7. What additional characterizations of nonmonotonic reasoning can be developed and how do they
help in understanding or in developing new semantics [Dix91, Dix92, KLM90, LM92, FLM91]?
Although partial answers to some of these questions exist, more work is needed. I believe that
the above issues should be given more attention than that of developing additional theories of nonmonotonic reasoning or theories of negation in logic programming. I must admit that I am one of
the perpetrators of the problem. Nevertheless, we cannot continue to develop new theories with new
procedures without addressing the issues I have listed above. As noted by Marek and Subrahmanian
[MS92], a thorough study of the interrelationships between di ering formalisms for treating negation
in logic programming is necessary as there are now too many formalisms. A continuation of the development of the logical characterization of general properties may assist in this process. It may provide
tools to evaluate existing nonmonotonic reasoning formalisms and may lead to the development of
new theories that satisfy the properties.
Perhaps it will be possible to develop an automatic decision-maker to determine which nonmonotonic formalism should be used in a given context; however, I have my doubts as to the feasibility
of such a system. We must also show practical problems where the theories may be applied. At
the present time we have only addressed \toy" problems, with the notable exception of the work by
Kowalski [KS90] on legal reasoning in the British naturalization laws and the VLSI design and other
work on legal systems developed as part of Japan's Fifth Generation Project [IOHN92]. Although no
papers have been published on the subject, I understand that the Federal Bureau of Investigation is
implementing a very large P rolog program that uses the nonmonotonic features of the language. I
have no objection to toy problems. Indeed, we need more toy problems as they elucidate some of the
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logic to make it nonmonotonic. Minsky's argument that logic as traditionally understood is monotonic is correct, but the theories described in this paper use classical logic as a basis and extend it to
be nonmonotonic. That they can become inconsistent can be handled as described in the following
references. Belnap [Bel77a, Bel77b] has done fundamental work in dealing with inconsistent systems
of logic. Some work has also been done by Baral, Kraus, Minker and Subrahmanian [BKMS91], and
Grant and Subrahmanian [GS90] to handle inconsistent nonmonotonic theories. Step-logic, developed
by Elgot-Drapkin and Perlis [EDP90], is another approach to dealing with nonmonotonic inconsistent
theories. Blair and Subrahmanian [BS89] show how to reason formally in systems containing inconsistencies. Kifer and Krishnaprasad [KK89] develop a foundation for inheritance hierarchies based on
these logics of inconsistency. However, more work is needed in dealing with inconsistent nonmonotonic
theories.
As stated above, the eld of nonmonotonic reasoning has made impressive steps in developing
alternative theories, in showing some of the relationships among them, and in nding computational
bounds on the various methods. Unfortunately, most of the bounds show that nonmonotonic reasoning
is not tractable. As noted by Levesque [Lev86], \...it remains to be seen how the computational
promise of nonmonotonic reasoning can be correctly realized." That there are alternative theories is
not, I believe, an impediment, since some of the theories solve problems that other theories cannot
solve. There does not appear to be one \all embracing theory" that will handle everything, although
some consider that the ultimate aim is to develop such a theory. See Lin and Shoham [LS89], and
Marek, Nerode and Remmel [MNR90] for attempts to develop a unifying framework. It is not clear
that an all embracing theory can be developed that will capture all of nonmonotonic reasoning. In
attempting to develop such a theory, we may, however, learn a great deal.
In a certain sense we have still not solved the problem that Minsky posed. We have developed a
large number of theories, but there has been little work done that provides guidelines as to which of
these theories should be used and under what circumstances. It seems to me that if nonmonotonic
reasoning is to become a reality, we must be able to provide answers to the following questions:
1. What are the precise relationships among the various theories of nonmonotonic reasoning?
2. What are the conditions under which a particular nonmonotonic theory should be used?
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5

Summary

Having reviewed the literature in logic programming and nonmonotonic reasoning, I have been impressed by the depth and maturity of the work. It is also impressive that most of the research, following
the seminal 1980 Arti cial Intelligence Journal, has taken place since 1986, which is the year of
a workshop on deductive databases and logic programming, that I organized [Min88]. I would like to
believe that the workshop and the book that presented the important papers from the workshop, has
had some in uence on the direction of the research. The research indicates several mature theories
including circumscription, default reasoning, autoepistemic logic, and negation in logic programming
and disjunctive logic programming. Not only have these theories been explicated formally, but there
exist several results with respect to their tractability. Furthermore, the relationships between the
theories have started to develop.
A fundamental theme that I detect is that implementation of the alternative nonmonotonic theories
have been achieved mostly through logic programs or disjunctive logic programs with some exceptions,
for example, the implementation of Ginsberg's theorem prover, MV L [Gin89, Gin91]. For other work
on implementation of nonmonotonic theories see the the description of the T heorist system of Poole,
Goebel and Aleliunas [PGA]. The theories that have been developed also provide mechanisms to
handle the default rules that are implied in Minsky's frame paper [Mins74]. If one looks at the
problems that have been proposed for solution that are nonmonotonic, there are many that are
function-free. If this is the case, then one can use techniques from deductive databases to solve these
problems. Work in deductive databases has matured to the point where we may expect such systems to
become widely available. There are currently several systems that have been developed in laboratories
and universities [VRKSS90, RSS92, Phi91, TG91]. The Bull Corporation in France is developing a
deductive database system for the market place that is expected to be announced in December 1993.
Other developments related to implementation of deductive or disjunctive deductive databases have
been cited earlier in this paper (see [BNNS91, FM91a].
In the introduction I presented Minsky's arguments against using logic for commonsense reasoning that appeared in the appendix to his 1974 paper. I then presented the various approaches to
nonmonotonic reasoning. Have these theories overcome Minsky's objections? In a certain sense they
have. They formalize commonsense reasoning to a certain extent. They have modi ed rst-order
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been taken by Dix [Dix91] to characterize the semantics of a program according to their properties. He
suggests that the selection of a method be based upon general properties of nonmonotonic inference
operations in the spirit of Kraus, Lehmann and Megidor [KLM90]. He suggests that the decision as
to the semantics to be used be based on general principles, two of which he calls cumulativity and
rationality. He has compared di erent semantics according to these properties and others for normal
logic programs.
Lehmann and his colleagues have extended the work of [KLM90]. In [FLM91] they compare the
rule of rational monotonicity of [KLM90] and di erent rules expressing some weak forms of transitivity and contraposition. They present four weak forms of transitivity that, in preferential logic, are
equivalent to contraposition. They are able to clarify some points about circumscription and show,
for example, that the relations de ned by circumscription do not satisfy, in general, contraposition.
In [LM92] they study, in inference systems, the following question: given a knowledge base KB what
are the assertions that are entailed by KB? They argue that any reasonable nonmonotonic inference
procedure should produce a set of consequences that satisfy properties like cautious monotonicity and
rationality (among others) and they denote by rational any extension of KB that satis es them. The
desired set of consequences of KB is the minimal rational extension of KB (with respect to a particular preferential order). Of interest is that in the propositional case, this particular rational extension
is computationally tractable, that is, it is decidable in polynomial time.
As a continuation of his earlier work, Dix [Dix92] deals with disjunctive theories. He introduces
additional interesting principles to compare semantics: modularity, relevance and the principle of
partial evaluation. The satisfaction of these properties is related to the complexity of the semantics.
He shows that these properties are not all satis ed by some existing semantics (e.g. the stationary
semantics [Prz90]). He de nes additional semantics for normal disjunctive theories that have many if
not all of these so-called desired properties.
It is not clear, however, why the criteria suggested by Dix or by Lehmann and his colleagues are
ones that should be used in selecting a semantics for normal logic or normal disjunctive logic programs.
However, the fact that satisfying some of these properties leads to tractable theories is of considerable
interest. More work is required here. Although we have come a long way, there is still a long way to
go.
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GCW A in disjunctive theories is highly complex, it is 502 -complete. Cadoli and Lenzerini [CL90]
provide complexity results of closed world reasoning and circumscription for the propositional case.
They provide complexity results for the CW A, GCW A, and EGCW A for the following theories:
Horn (at most one positive literal per clause); dual-Horn (at most one negative literal per clause);
Krom (at most two literals per clause-either positive or negative); De nite (exactly one positive literal
per clause); Horn-Krom (Horn and Krom); dual-Horn-Krom (dual-Horn and Krom); HornKrom0
(HornKrom with no negative clauses having 2 literals); 2-positive-Krom (exactly two positive literals,
and no negative literal, per clause).
Selman and Kautz [SK91] propose to approximate disjunctive theories by bounding the set of
models from below and from above by Horn theories. If 6 is the set of clauses in the theory, and
M(6) is the set of minimal models of 6, the lower and upper bounds yield the approximations:

M(6lb ) M(6) M(6ub )
The use of approximate answers is an interesting approach, as it can lead to fast answers, and the user
can decide whether or not it is desirable to obtain the complete answer. Selman and Kautz note that
the notion of Horn upper-bound can be viewed as an abstraction of the original theory, because the
upper-bound is a more general, weaker theory. They show that the notion of abstraction as introduced
for disjunctive theories by Borgida and Etherington [BE89] corresponds to the least Horn upper-bound
of the theories they consider. Borgida and Etherington also discuss some disjunctive theories in which
one can compute reasonably.
For a comprehensive survey and extensive bibliography on complexity results for nonmonotonic
logics, see Cadoli and Schaerf [CS92].
We have described a large number of di erent theories of negation for normal logic programs and
normal disjunctive logic programs. What should one make of them? What should be done when a
system is needed that will handle normal or normal disjunctive logic programs? Which theory should
be used? No insights have been developed except, perhaps, that each developer of a theory probably
favors his own. Since my students and I have developed several theories of negation, we favor each one
on di erent days. There also are no guidelines for the diculty in computing answers to problems, and
in some cases there are no procedures to compute answers to the theory. One promising approach has
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For a summary of complexity results on abductive reasoning see the excellent survey by Cadoli and
Schaerf [CS92].
A formal de nition of abductive logic programming is given by Kakas and Mancarella [KM90] to
be a triple fP; 0; Ig, where P is a normal logic program, 0 is a set of abducible predicates, and I is a
set of integrity constraints. A generalized stable model of fP; 0; Ig is de ned as the stable model of
P [ E which satis es I , where E is any set of ground atoms with predicates from 0 (E plays the role
of 1 in the previous de nition of abductive reasoning). In abductive logic programming the presence
of integrity constraints restricts, even further, the possibilities for the ground atoms in E . This is a
stronger condition than simple consistency.
Satoh and Iwayama [SI92] propose a procedure for abduction that is correct for any abductive
framework. If the procedure succeeds there is a set of hypotheses which satis es a query and if it
nitely fails there is no such set. They guarantee correctness as they adopt a forward evaluation of
rules and check consistency of \implicit deletion." Because of the forward evaluation of rules they can
handle arbitrary integrity constraints. Denecker and De Schreye [DD92] develop a family of extensions
of SLDNF resolution for normal abductive programs. They can handle non-ground abductive goals.
A completion semantics is given and the soundness and completeness of the procedures has been
proven. A framework is provided of abductive procedures, in which a number of parameters can be
set, to t the abductive procedure to the application considered. In a personal conversation with
Inoue, he states that he and his colleagues are relating abductive logic programming with disjunctive
logic programming. He transforms an abductive logic program to a disjunctive logic program whose
stable models correspond to the generalized stable models of the abductive logic program.
4.4

Complexity and Properties of Logic Programs

Apt and Blair [AB88] show that for all n, there exists a logic program P such that the standard model
of P is 60n -complete. The same result applies to default and autoepistemic logics, as shown by Apt
and Blair, and also Marek and Truszczynski [MT89].
The close relationship between circumscription and logic programming is important, as we know
how to compute in the case of logic programs. However, the computational complexity is high if the
circumscriptive theory is disjunctive. Chomicki and Subrahmanian [CS89] show that computing the
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shows that a 3-valued autoepistemic logic provides a unifying framework for most of the major semantics of normal logic programs. The framework extends to disjunctive logic programs and induces
the natural counterparts of the well-founded and the stable model semantics. The resulting semantics
are di erent from the stationary semantics [Prz90], the generalized disjunctive well-founded semantics
[BLM90a], and its extension, W F 3 [BLM91].
4.3

Abductive Logic Programming

Abductive reasoning is an important part of commonsense reasoning. Abduction is the process of
nding explanations for observations in a given theory. There have been two major approaches to
abduction: one based on logic as de ned by Selman and Levesque [SL90] and described in Kakas,
Kowalski and Toni [KKT92], and the other based on set-covering methods as given in the book by
Peng and Reggia [PR90]. We discuss only the logic-based approach.
The formal de nition of abductive reasoning is that given a set of sentences T (a theory), and a
sentence G (an observation), the abductive task is to nd a set of sentences 1 (abductive explanation
for G) such that
(1) T [ 1 j= G,
(2) T [ 1 is consistent.
(3) 1 is minimal with respect to set inclusion [SL90, KKT92, CS92].
A comprehensive survey and critical overview of the extension of logic programming to perform
abductive reasoning (referred to as abductive logic programming) is given in [KKT92] together with
an extensive bibliography on abductive reasoning. They outline the framework of abduction and its
applications to default reasoning; and introduce an argumentation theoretic approach to the use of
abduction as an interpretation of negation-as-failure. They show that abduction has strong links
to extended disjunctive logic programming. Abduction is shown to generalize negation-as-failure to
include not only negative but also positive hypotheses, and to include general integrity constraints.
They show that abductive logic programming is related to the justi cation-based truth maintenance
system of Doyle [Doy79] and the assumption-based truth maintenance system of de Kleer [DeK86].
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strati ed and stable theories. They use model trees, as described originally in [FM91a].
Przymusinski [Prz91a] introduces the stable model semantics for disjunctive logic programs and
disjunctive deductive databases. This generalizes the stable model semantics for normal logic programs. Depending upon whether only total (2-valued) or all partial (3-valued) models are used, one
obtains the disjunctive stable semantics or the partial disjunctive stable semantics, respectively. He
shows the following results: for normal programs, disjunctive (respectively partial disjunctive) stable
semantics coincides with stable (respectively, partial stable) semantics; for normal programs, partial
disjunctive stable models coincide with well-founded semantics; for locally strati ed disjunctive programs, both (total and partial) disjunctive semantics coincide with the perfect model semantics; the
work extends to disjunctive programs with classical negation; after translation of a program P into
a suitable autoepistemic theory P the disjunctive (respectively, partial disjunctive) stable semantics
of P coincides with the autoepistemic (respectively, 3-valued autoepistemic) semantics of P . Alferes
and Pereira [AP92] de ne a parameterizable schema to encompass and characterize a diversity of
proposed semantics for extended logic programs. By adjusting their parameters they can specify several semantics using two kinds of negation: stationary [Prz90], extended stable semantics [Prz91b] and
well-founded semantics [VRS88]. Minker and Ruiz [MR93] develop general techniques for dealing with
extended disjunctive logic programs and extend the model, xpoint and proof theories of an arbitrary
semantics of normal disjunctive logic programs to cover the case of extended programs. Illustrations
of these techniques are given for stable models, disjunctive well-founded and stationary semantics.
They summarize results on the declarative complexity of extended logic programs and the algorithmic
complexity of the proof procedures analyzed.
Inoue, Koshimura and Hasegawa [IKH92] develop a system that computes answers to function-free
extended logic programs and extended disjunctive deductive databases. They use bottom-up incremental, backtrack-free computation of the minimal models of positive disjunctive programs, together
with integrity constraints over beliefs and disbeliefs.
Gelfond and Lifschitz [GL92] extend the work of Eshghi and Kowalski [EK88], Evans [Eva89] and
Apt and Bezem [AB90] on representing actions in logic programming languages with negation-asfailure. Extended logic programs are used for this purpose. The method is applicable to temporal
projection problems with incomplete information, as well as reasoning about the past. Bonatti [Bon92]
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minimal models. Minker and Rajasekar [MR90] describe how one can compute in this theory. The
GCW A is needed for disjunctive theories since Reiter [Rei78a] has shown that the CW A is inconsistent
with respect to disjunctive theories. A weaker form of the GCW A, the weak generalized closed world
assumption (W GCW A) was developed by Rajasekar, Lobo and Minker [RLM89]. The complexity
of the W GCW A is the same as that of the CW A. The W GCW A is equivalent to the disjunctive
database rule (DDR), developed by Ross and Topor [RT88]. Lobo [Lob90] has extended constructive
negation to apply to normal disjunctive logic programs.
There have been a number of theories for normal disjunctive logic programs. Each of these theories is di erent and one does not imply the other. These are: generalized disjunctive well founded
semantics (GDW F S ) developed by Baral, Lobo and Minker [BLM90a, BLM90b]; W F 3 semantics by
Baral, Lobo and Minker [BLM91]; W F S for disjunctive theories by Ross [Ros89]; DW F S , disjunctive
well-founded semantics by Baral [Bar92]; and stationary semantics by Przymusinski [Prz90]. A procedural semantics exists for the GDW F S and W F 3. The procedures are based on linear resolution
with selection function for inde nite clauses (SLI ). This inference system was developed by Minker
and Zanon [MZ82], and renamed by Minker and Rajasekar [MR90]. It requires the use of ancestry
resolution and factoring, and hence is more complex than SLD resolution which is used for Horn
theories. Lobo, Minker and Rajasekar [LMR92] have written a research monograph that provides the
basic foundation for disjunctive logic programming. They provide a formal treatment of the three semantics for disjunctive logic programs: xpoint, model theoretic and proof theory. They describe two
forms of default negation, the generalized closed world assumption (GCWA) [Min82] and variations
on that assumption, and the weak generalized closed world assumption (WGCWA) [RLM89, RT88].
Baral [Bar91] gives a classi cation of various iterative xpoint semantics of normal and disjunctive
logic programs. He develops a unifying framework that captures the generalized well-founded semantics, well-founded semantics, generalized disjunctive well-founded semantics and various other xpoint
semantics of disjunctive logic programs. It is not clear, however, which of the these theories should
be used, and under what circumstances. For additional work in this area, see Bidoit and Froidevaux
[BF88], Bidoit and Hull [BH86], and Bossu and Siegel [BS85].
Fernandez and Minker [FM92a, FM92b, FM93] develop methods to deal with disjunctive deductive
databases. They present the theory and algorithms to obtain answers to queries for disjunctive,
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Gelfond [Gel92] expands the syntax and semantics of logic programs and deductive databases to
allow for the correct representation of incomplete information in the presence of multiple extensions.
He expands the language of logic programs with classical negation, epistemic disjunction, and negationas-failure by a new modal operator K (where for the set of rules T and formulas F , KF denotes \F
is known to be true by a reasoner with a set of premises T "). Sets of rules in the extended language
are called epistemic speci cations. Epistemic theories di er from autoepistemic theories in their use
of the di erent connectives.
Bell, Nerode, Ng and Subrahmanian [BNNS91] focus their attention on the computation and
implementation of nonmonotonic deductive databases. Their approach di ers from the conventional
approaches. They base their method on using linear programming-based automated inference as introduced by Jeroslow [Jer88] instead of using the Robinson resolution method [Rob65]. They concentrate
their development on compilers which move as much of the deduction to compile-time as possible.
They compare, implement, and experiment with linear constraints corresponding to several uses of
\classical" negation in logic programs.
For a detailed description of negation in logic programs, current up to 1988, see Shepherdson
[She88]. For a thorough survey of negation in rule-base database languages, see Bidoit [Bid91]. The
Bidoit survey focuses on the problems of de ning the declarative semantics of logic programs with
negation. Negation based on xpoint techniques, three-valued logic and nonmonotonic logics are presented for positive logic programs, (locally) strati ed logic programs and unstrati able logic programs.
4.2

Disjunctive Logic Programming

In the area of disjunctive logic programming, there are also several approaches to negation: the
generalized closed world assumption (GCW A) developed by Minker [Min82] and a derivative of this
theory, the extended closed world assumption [GPP86] and [HP87] that apply to disjunctive logic
programs. The model theoretic de nition of the GCW A states that one can conclude the negation
of a ground atom if it is false in all minimal Herbrand models. The proof theoretic de nition states
that one can conclude not a if for any disjunction of atoms, B , if a _ B is provable from the program,
then B is provable. The proof theoretic and model theoretic de nitions are equivalent [Min82]. The
concept of minimal models is closely related to McCarthy's circumscription, which also deals with
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classes that were minimal with respect to Smyth's power domain ordering [Smy78] were selected. The
well-founded semantics then corresponds to a class that is minimal with respect to Hoare's power
domain ordering: the dual of Smyth's ordering. The result also suggests how to de ne a well-founded
semantics for default logic in such a way that the dualities that hold for logic programs continue to
hold for default theories. They further show how the same techniques may be applied to \strong"
autoepistemic logic: the logic of strong expansions as proposed by Marek and Truszczynski [MT89].
Przymusinski [Prz89a] shows that the well-founded semantics coincides with the three-valued stable
model semantics. Dung [Dung92] shows that stable semantics can be de ned in the same way as
well-founded semantics based on the basic notion of unfounded sets and thus stable semantics can be
considered to be a \two-valued well-founded semantics." He further provides an axiomatic characterization of stable and well-founded semantics of logic programs, called strong completion. Like Clark's
[Cla78] completion, strong completion can be interpreted in either two-valued or three-value logics.
He shows that two-valued strong completion speci es the stable model semantics while three-valued
strong completion speci es the well-founded semantics. The call-consistency condition, as developed
by Kunen [Kun89], is sucient for the existence of at least one stable model. Gire [Gir92] exhibits a
condition on the syntax of logic programs with negation, the semi-strictness property (referred to as
the call-consistency property by Kunen [Kun89]), which assures the equivalence of the well-founded
semantics and the stable semantics in the sense that the well-founded model of an e ectively semistrict program P is total if-and-only-if P has a unique stable model. This class of programs strictly
contains the e ectively strati able programs. Subrahmanian, Nau and Vago [SNV92] develop techniques to compute the well-founded model of a logic program. Experiments with their implementation
compare favorably with the standard alternating xpoint computation [BS91, VG89]. They compute
the stable models of a deductive database by rst computing the well-founded semantics and then use
a branch-and-bound strategy to compute the stable models.
Gelfond and Lifschitz [GL90] expand the class of logic programs to include logical negation (:),
in addition to negation-as-failure. They base their semantics on stable models. They argue that
some facts of commonsense reasoning can be represented more easily when classical negation is available. Computationally, classical negation can be eliminated from extended programs by a simple
transformation that changes a classically negated atom :p to a new atom p0.
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semantics. Their work provides a means to generalize autoepistemic reasoning and applies to work in
abductive reasoning. Ng and Subrahmanian [NS91] investigate Dempster-Shafer [Dem68] probabilistic
logic programs and develop a declarative semantics for this class. They transform each such program
into a new program whose clauses may contain nonmonotonic negations in their bodies and develop
a stable semantics for the new program. Hence, the meaning of a Dempster-Shafer theory is identical
to that of the transformed program as de ned by the stable semantics. Fernandez, Lobo, Minker and
Subrahmanian [FLMS93] have shown how to compute the stable model semantics by transforming the
logic program into a disjunctive logic program that contains integrity constraints. They show that
the stable models of the original program are the minimal models of the transformed disjunctive logic
program. In the case of deductive databases, they develop algorithms to operate over the model tree
of the disjunctive theory so as to answer queries in the stable model semantics. The model tree is
a shared structure that contains the minimal models of the disjunctive deductive database. Marek,
Nerode and Remmel [MNR92] classify the Turing complexity of stable models of nite and recursive
predicate logic programs. They show that up to a recursive 1-1 encoding, the sets of all stable models
of a nite predicate logic program and the 501 classes (the sets of all nite branches of a recursive tree)
coincide.
In their work on stable classes, Baral and Subrahmanian [BS92] introduce the idea of extension
classes for default logics and of stable classes for logic programs which generalize the extension and
stable model semantics, respectively. They are able to reason about inconsistent default theories,
and about logic programs with inconsistent completions. They extend the results of Marek and
Truszczynski [MT89] relating to logic programs and default logics. Marek and Subrahmanian [MS92]
develop connections between stable and supported models. They show relationships between supported models and default logic. They develop conditions which guarantee that for every normal logic
program P there exists a default theory (D; W ) that relates to the supported models of P . They
show further connections between supported models of a program an expansions of the program's
autoepistemic translation.
The relationships that exist between stable model and well-founded semantics have been investigated by a large number of individuals. Baral and Subrahmanian [BS91] show the duality between
stable class theory and the well-founded semantics for logic programs. In the stable class semantics,
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constructive negation. Whereas Clark, using SLDNF can nd answers to negated ground atoms, it

does not work for non-ground atoms. Chan's constructive negation solves this problem. In the case
of Horn theories there is a single model, given by the unique minimal model of the program [EK76].
Theories then exist for strati ed normal programs and normal programs in general. In the area of
strati ed programs, there is a single meaning that can be ascribed to a program, as developed by Apt,
Blair and Walker [ABW88], and referred to as the perfect model by Przymusinski [Prz88]. In the area
of normal programs that are not strati ed, there are several competing theories: the theory of stable
models developed by Gelfond and Lifschitz [GL88]; the theory of well-founded semantics developed
by Van Gelder, Ross and Schlipf [VRS88], and elaborated upon by Przymusinski [Prz89a]; the theory
of generalized well-founded semantics by Baral, Lobo and Minker [BLM90c] and the theory of stable
classes developed by Baral and Subrahmanian [BS92]. As shown by Baral and Subrahmanian [BS91],
the concept of stable classes is able to capture both the notion of stable models and the well-founded
semantics.
There have been a large number of papers that relate to well-founded semantics, stable semantics,
the relationships between them and the three methods of nonmonotonic reasoning described in the
previous sections, and to computing in these semantics. We discuss some of these results below.
In the area of well-founded semantics, Fitting [Fit91] has shown how well-founded semantics extends naturally to a family of lattice-based logic programming languages. The generalization simpli es
the proofs of the basic results in well-founded semantics. Chen and Warren [CW92] developed a goaloriented method, XOLDT NF resolution, of computing the well-founded semantics. The inference
system extends OLDT resolution developed by Tamaki and Sato [TS86] in that the truth value of
an answer to a query may be unde ned, due to the three-valued nature of the well-founded semantics.
They avoid negative loops in the computation by negative contexts. The inference system provides a
smooth interface with P rolog.
In the area of stable model semantics, Kakas and Mancarella [KM91] de ne a class of stable theories
by treating negation in any logic program as a form of hypothesis. The de nition is given in terms of a
stability property on negative hypotheses that corresponds to negation-as-failure literals which attempt
to formalize the usual understanding of a default rule of negation. The stable theories generalize stable
models. They also identify a \minimal" semantics for any logic program analogous to the well-founded
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default and logical negation. There has been a large amount of work in these areas. The work relates
to normal logic programs, normal disjunctive logic programs, extended logic programs, and extended
disjunctive logic programs. In a normal disjunctive program there may be a positive disjunction in
the head of a clause, and a conjunction of atoms and atoms preceded by a default rule of negation
written as not in the body of a clause. In an extended disjunctive logic program there may be a
disjunction of literals in the head of a clause (where a literal is an atom or the logical negation of
an atom (written :), and the body may contain a conjunction of literals and literals preceded by a
default rule of negation. An extended clause is written as:

l1 _ ::: _ lk

lk+1; :::; lm; not lm+1 ; :::; not ln

where l1 ; :::; ln are literals and k  m  n. The explicit use of classical negation suggests the
introduction of a new truth value, namely, logical falsehood (in contrast to falsehood by failure) in the
semantics.
When k = 1 and literals in the head and body of the clause are atoms, we refer to the clause as
a normal clause. When k = 1 and literals in the head and body need not be atoms, we refer to the
clause as an extended clause. When k > 1 and literals in the head and body are restricted to atoms,
then we refer to the clause as a normal disjunctive clause. When k > 1 and literals in the head and
body are not restricted to atoms, we refer to the clause as an extended disjunctive clause.
The major issue with respect to nonmonotonicity is the way in which the default rule of negation is
used to develop the semantics of the set of clauses that constitute the logic program. There have been
a large number of di erent theories. This section is subdivided into several subsections. These deal
with: normal and extended logic programs; disjunctive logic programs; abductive logic programs; and
complexity and properties of logic programs. In each subsection the relationships between alternative
logic programs and their relationships to the three major classes of nonmonotonic reasoning are
described.
4.1

Normal and Extended Logic Programs

In the case of normal logic programs, theories of negation for Horn theories have been developed:
the closed world assumption (CW A) [Rei78a], Clark's completion theory [Cla78], and Chan's [Cha88]
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using a certain type of name for the individual.
Marek and Truszczynski [MT91] systematically study properties of AEL. A major issue in AEL
is to de ne semantics for programs with negation. Gelfond [Gel87] observed that the logic program
p q; not r can be expressed in autoepistemic logic as q ^ :Kr ) p, where K is the modal operator
interpreted to be \is known". He showed that the theory obtained by translating the clauses of a
strati ed logic program has a unique expansion. [MT91] extends the work of Gelfond and shows that
there is a wide class of theories (strati ed theories) that possess a unique expansion. Their results
imply algorithms to determine whether a theory has a unique expansion. They develop connections
between autoepistemic logic and stable model semantics for logic programs and prove that the problem
of existence of stable models is NP-hard.
Marek and Truszczynski [MT92] also introduce the concept of weak extensions and study its
properties. The notion of weak extensions permits a precise description of the relationship between
default and autoepistemic logics. They show that default logic with weak extensions is essentially
equivalent to autoepistemic logic. It is nonmonotonic logic KD 45 (which corresponds to Moore's
autoepistemic logic). They study the notion of a set of formulas closed under a default theory and
show that they correspond to stable theories and to modal logic S5. They further show that skeptical
reasoning with sets closed under default theories is closely related with provability in S5. They provide
complexity results.
See Gottlob [Got91] and Niemela [Nie92] for complexity results involving expansions of default
theories and autoepistemic expansions. In view of the relationships between the alternative theories,
the tractability results of Kautz and Selman [KS89] and Selman [Sel90] may apply to autoepistemic
theories.
4

Logic Programming

In the previous sections we have noted where the alternative nonmonotonic theories relate to logic
programming. In this section we describe how logic programming incorporates the ability to handle
data in a nonmonotonic fashion. Work in logic programming and nonmonotonic reasoning deals with
the handling of negation. We consider two types of negation in logic programs: negation by rules of
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Marek and Subrahmanian [MS91] show the relationship between supported models of normal programs and expansions of autoepistemic theories. Gelfond [Gel87] shows that general logic programs
can be translated into autoepistemic theories. Gelfond and Lifschitz [GL88] show that stable model
semantics is also equivalent to the translation of logic programs into autoepistemic theories as proposed by Gelfond. Lifschitz [Lif89a] shows that autoepistemic logic, stable models and introspective
circumscription provide three equivalent descriptions of the meaning of propositional logic programs.
Lifschitz also notes that default logic and autoepistemic logic provide more expressive possibilities
that apparently have no counterpart in circumscription, except in the versions of Perlis and Lifschitz.
Przymusinski [Prz91a] notes several drawbacks of autoepistemic logic, notably some \reasonable"
theories are often inconsistent in AEL; even for consistent theories AEL does not always lead to
expected semantics; it insists upon completely deciding all of our beliefs; and it does not o er exibility
in terms of selecting application-dependent formalisms on which to base our beliefs. He shows that
autoepistemic logics of closed beliefs of Moore coincides with autoepistemic logic of closed beliefs in
which the negative introspection operator used is Reiter's CWA. He then extends autoepistemic logic
to generalized autoepistemic logic (GAEL), which uses Minker's generalized closed world assumption
[Min82] as the basis for the negative introspection operator and demonstrates how other forms of
AEL may be achieved.
Lifschitz [Lif91] brings together work by Reiter [Rei90], and Levesque [Lev84] who discuss query
evaluation in databases that are treated as rst-order formulas that also contain an epistemic modal
operator, and work in epistemic formulas used in knowledge representation for expressing defaults.
He describes a new version of the logic of grounded logic, proposed by Lin and Shoham [LS90], which
is similar to the Levesque/Reiter theory of epistemic queries. Using this formalism he gives meaning
to epistemic queries in the context of logic programming, and can ask, `What does a program know?".
Because Lifschitz's version of the logic of grounded knowledge contains some forms of default logic,
he is able to give meaning to epistemic queries in the context of a default theory or a circumscriptive
theory. Lifschitz's logic as well as the logic of Lin and Shoham is bimodal. Lifschitz's logic contains
the full propositional default logic by Reiter [Rei80a].
Konolige [Kon91] discusses quanti cation in autoepistemic logic and proposes several di erent
semantics, all based on the idea that having beliefs about an individual amounts to having a belief
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[Kri71]. As observed by Shvarts [Shv90], AEL is one of the nonmonotonic logics that can be obtained
from the approach of McDermott and Doyle [MD82].
Levesque [Lev90] generalizes Moore's notion of a stable expansion [Moo85a] to the full rst-order
case. He provides a semantic account of stable expansions in terms of a second modal operator O,
where O(w) is read as \w is all that is believed." He characterizes stable expansions as: O(w) is true
exactly when all formulas that are believed form a stable expansion of w. Perlis [Per88] and Lifschitz
[Lif89b] have developed variants of circumscription analogous to autoepistemic logic.
Although default logic and autoepistemic logic are seemingly di erent, and motivated by slightly
di erent concerns, Konolige [Kon88, Kon90] shows that autoepistemic logic can be strengthened so
that there is an equivalence between the propositional form of both logics. He gives an e ective
translation of default logic into autoepistemic logic and shows there is a reverse translation; every set
of sentences in autoepistemic logic can be e ectively rewritten as a default theory.
Marek and Truszczynski [MT89] extend the work by Konolige. They take a syntactic approach to
investigating the relationships between autoepistemic and default logics. They state:
In each logic we nd three classes of objects - minimal sets closed under defaults, weak
extensions, extensions for default logic, and minimal stable theories, expansions and robust expansions for autoepistemic logic - so that for a default theory (D,W ), E is a
minimal set closed under defaults (respectively weak extension, extension) if and only
if E is the objective part of a minimal stable theory (respectively expansion, robust expansion) for the autoepistemic interpretation of (D,W ). Similar results for the converse
direction hold only in the case of minimal stable sets and minimal sets closed under defaults, and expansions and weak expansions. A weaker result holds for robust expansions
and extensions.
Truszczynski [Tru91] develops a natural modal interpretation of defaults. He shows that under
this interpretation there are whole families of modal nonmonotonic logics that accurately represent
default reasoning. He applies the method to logic programs and obtains results that relate stable
models to several classes of S 0 expansions. His results show that there is no single modal logic for
describing default reasoning and that there exist a whole range of modal logics that can be used in
the embedding as a \host" logic.
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for the remaining theories. They also show that the complexity of determining if a given literal p
appears in any extension of a Horn default theory or a normal unary theory is O(n), where n is the
number of occurrences of literals in the theory, but otherwise is NP-hard. In skeptical theories where
one wants to determine if a literal is in all extensions, they show that for a normal unary theory the
time-complexity is O(n2), where n is the number of occurrences of literals in the theory. For other
theories it is co-NP.
Path-based inheritance reasoning as de ned by Touretzky is NP-hard, even when restricted to
acyclic unambiguous networks. Horty, Thomason and Touretzky [HTT90] identify tractable forms of
defeasible reasoning. Selman and Levesque [SL89, Sel90] show that the tractability of an inheritance
theory depends upon the kinds of chaining involved in the path construction. Selman [Sel90] further
shows that the standard upward chaining notion of path construction leads to tractable algorithms;
those de nitions based on a double chaining notion lead to NP-complete algorithms.
Papadimitriou and Sideri [PS92] show that all default theories that have no cycles (in some precise
sense) have an extension, which can be found eciently. They further prove that it is NP-complete
to nd extensions even for default theories with no prerequisites and at most two literals per default.
They also characterize precisely the complexity of nding extensions in general default theories. The
problem is 6p2 0 complete.
3.4

Modal Theories

McDermott and Doyle [MD80] introduced a modal operator M into rst-order logic. If p is a sentence
in rst-order logic, then Mp denotes the sentence in modal logic whose intended meaning is \p is
consistent with what is known," or \maybe p."
Moore [Moo85a] developed autoepistemic logic (AEL), which is an improvement of the work by
McDermott and Doyle. Instead of using a \possibly" modal operator, he uses a \necessarily" modal
operator L. Intuitively, Lp is to be read as \I know p." Moore reconstructs nonmonotonic logic as a
model of an ideally rational agent's reasoning about its own beliefs. He de nes a semantics for which
he shows that autoepistemic logic is sound and complete. There is a strong relationship between the
two modalities, as p is possible if-and-only-if :p is not necessary. Hence, Mp is equivalent to :L :p.
Ginsberg shows the relationship between autoepistemic logic and Kripke's approach to modal logic
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default theory (ddt) is a set of disjunctive defaults. Gelfond et al. [GLPT91] show that one cannot

simulate a ddt with a standard default theory. They note that ddt is a generalization of the semantics
for disjunctive databases proposed by [GL91].
Baral and Subrahmanian [BS92] show that even though all default theories do not necessarily have
extensions, Reiter's operator always has xed-points over the power lattice. Such xed-points indicate
that when extensions do not exist, the original xed-point operator may form a loop around possible
extensions (sets of formulas). They refer to the class of such sets of formulas as strict extension classes,
and de ne the extension class semantics. They also de ne well-founded semantics of default theories
[BS91] as a particular extension class.
Etherington and Reiter [ER83] use default logic to formalize NETL-like inheritance hierarchies
[Fah79]. They provide the rst attempt at a semantics for such hierarchies; a provably correct inference
algorithm for acyclic networks; a guarantee that the acyclic network has extensions; and a provably
correct quasi-parallel inference algorithm for such networks.
Lobo and Subrahmanian [LS92] show that given any disjunctive logic program P , the minimal
Herbrand models of P are in a precise 1-1 correspondence with the default logic theory 1P obtained
by adding to P the default logic schema :::AA . See Imielinski [Imi87] for connections between default
logic and circumscription.
Selman [Sel90] in an excellent thesis, explores three default reasoning formalisms. He obtains the
rst characterization of tractable forms of default reasoning. He also gives a high-level characterization
of the main factors contributing to the intractability of the general reasoning. He considers the
following formalisms: model-preference defaults, default reasoning ([Rei80a]), and path-based defeasible
inheritance ([Tou84, HTT90]). In model-preference defaults, the preference ordering on models is
de ned by statements of the form \a model where holds is preferable to a model where holds."
He proves that only systems with quite limited expressible power lead to tractable reasoning, e.g., DH
and DH+a , containing respectively Horn defaults and acyclic speci city-ordered Horn defaults.
Kautz and Selman [KS89] and Selman [Sel90] consider the complexity of various forms of propositional default reasoning. They consider unary, disjunction-free ordered, ordered unary, disjunction-free
normal, Horn, and normal unary theories. These theories form a hierarchy and Kautz and Selman
show that to nd an extension in disjunction-free and unary theories is NP-hard, whereas it is O(n3 )
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state: `if is true, and it is consistent to assume that is true, then conclude that is true.
Default rules act as mappings from some incomplete theory to a more complete extension of the
theory. An extension is a maximal set of conclusions that can be drawn from the default theory.
Reiter de nes a default theory to be a pair (D; W ), where D is a set of closed default rules and W
is a set of rst-order sentences. Extensions are de ned by a xed point construction. For any set of
rst-order sentences S , de ne 0(S ) to be the smallest set satisfying the following three properties:
1. W

 0(S ).

2. 0(S ) is closed under rst-order logical consequence.
3. If : is a default rule of D and 0(S ) and : 6 S , then 0(S ).
Then E is de ned to be an extension of the default theory (D; W ) i 0(E ) = E , that is, E is a xed
point of the operator 0.
A theory consisting of general default rules does not always have an extension. A subclass consisting of default rules called normal defaults, and of the form, : always has an extension. Reiter
develops a complete proof theory for normal defaults and shows how it interfaces with a top-down
resolution theorem prover.
Reiter and Criscuolo [RC81] show that default rules may be normal when viewed in isolation,
however, they can interact in ways that lead to derivations of anomalous default assumptions. Nonnormal default rules are required to deal with default interactions. Handling non-normal default rules
is computationally more complex than dealing with normal default rules.
Gelfond, Lifschitz, Przymusinska and Truszczynski [GLPT91] generalize Reiter's default logic
to handle disjunctive information. The generalization arises because of diculties with disjunctive
information where there may be multiple extensions - one containing a sentence and another a
sentence - and the theory with a simple extension _ .
A disjunctive default is an expression of the form
: 1 ;:::; m
1 j:::j n

where 1; 1; : : :; m ; 1; : : :; n(m; n  0) are quanti er free formulas. Formula is the prerequisite of
the default, 1 ; : : :; m are justi cations, and 1 ; : : :; n , disjoined, are its consequents. A disjunctive
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other's knowing a given proposition P . They solve the Bush-Gorbachev problem, de ned by McCarthy,
to illustrate their approach.
It is important to be able to compute in circumscriptive theories. The use of logic programming
is a natural computation vehicle for a large class of circumscription problems as they both deal with
the concept of minimal models. In general, it will be dicult to compute in circumscriptive theories, except for those that are equivalent to normal Horn theories which allow a single atom in the
head of a clause and literals in the body of a clause and also in the case of strati ed disjunctive
databases. Fernandez and Minker [FM91b] develop a xpoint operator for strati ed disjunctive deductive databases that captures the perfect models of Przymusinski [Prz88], and is able to compute
prioritized circumscription. Przymusinski [Prz89] has developed an algorithm to compute circumscription in a wide class of circumscriptive theories. Ginsburg has implemented a circumscriptive
theorem prover [Gin89]. Nerode, Ng and Subrahmanian [NNS92] have developed and implemented
algorithms to compute the preferred models of circumscriptive databases at compile-time using mixed
integer linear programming techniques. Their method is bottom-up and permits re-use of previous
computations. The method accommodates database updates.
Schlipf [Sch87] has shown that circumscription is 512 -complete. In disjunctive theories, the computational complexity increases so that unless the theory is near-Horn, in which there are log(n)
non-Horn formulas, where n is the number of formulas in the theory, it will be computationally
complex.
Various nonmonotonic formalisms based on conditional entailment have been developed by Ge ner
[Gef89], Pearl [Pea88], Delgrande [Del88] and by Ginsberg [Gin86]. Conditional entailment bears some
similarity to circumscription in that they both induce preferences between models. The original ideas
on conditional entailment were set forth by Stalnaker [Sta68] and Lewis [Lew73]. For a detailed
description of the role of conditionals in arti cial intelligence, see Horty and Thomason [HT92].
3.3

Default Reasoning

Default reasoning, developed by Reiter [Rei80a], is an important approach to nonmonotonic reasoning
and is one of the more extensively studied formalisms of nonmonotonic reasoning. See the book by
Bresnard [Bre89] on default logic. A default is a rule of the form : , whose meaning is intended to
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from some counterintuitive limitations concerning expectations on \counterexamples" to defaults.
These limitations are not con ned to circumscription, but are endemic to all nonmonotonic reasoning
formalisms. Etherington, Kraus and Perlis [EKP91] develop a general approach to solve the problem
that involves restricting the scope of nonmonotonic reasoning and show that it remedies these problems in a variety of formalisms. They refer to their approach as scoped circumscription. Their solution
requires no modi cation of the underlying formalisms, and the result is semantically compatible with
existing approaches. The idea of scoping is to limit the applicability of the use of defaults to restricted
situations rather than to broader classes to which it may not apply. Bertossi and Reiter [BR92] show
that although circumscription does not give the expected results for characterizing the concept of a
generic object in the context of a formalized mathematical theory, scoped circumscription provides
the right mechanism.
There have been other results about circumscription. Perlis and Minker [PM86] develop completeness results for circumscription. McCarthy's original paper [McC80] discussed only the soundness of
circumscription. Reiter [Rei82] was the rst to relate circumscription to logic programming. Minker
and Perlis [MP85] introduced protected circumscription and demonstrated how one can compute in
this theory with logic programs. Lu and Subrahmanian [SL88] have extended the concept of protected
circumscription. Gelfond, Przymusinska and Przymusinski [GPP89] relate a propositional form of circumscription to strati ed theories. (See Chandra and Harel [CH82], Apt, Blair and Walker [ABW88],
and Van Gelder [VG88] for work on strati ed theories.) Minker, Lobo and Rajasekar [MLR91] complement the work by Gelfond, Przymusinska and Przymusinski [GPP89] by developing a procedure to
compute circumscription in disjunctive logic programs that are strati ed. See, Lifschitz [Lif89a] for
additional work in this area.
Perlis [Per87] argues that sets play an important role in circumscription's ability to deal in a
general way with certain aspects of commonsense reasoning. He notes that sentences that intuitively
one would want circumscription to prove are nonetheless not so provable without using sets. He shows
that when sets are introduced, rst-order circumscription handles these cases easily, obviating the
need for second-order circumscription.
Kraus, Perlis and Horty [KPH91] show that one can assess another's ignorance by default using
what they call autocircumscription, to assess our own ignorance of anything that might suggest the
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negation. The collected works of John McCarthy [McC91] should be read as it is fundamental to an
understanding of thoughts that led to the development and foundation of nonmonotonic reasoning.
3.2

Circumscription

Circumscription has generated a great deal of interest in the nonmonotonic reasoning community.
McCarthy's 1980 paper on circumscription [McC80] is a formalization of the work he described rst in
[McC77]. Circumscription deals with the minimization of predicates subject to restrictions expressed
by predicate formulas. If A is a sentence of a rst-order language containing a predicate symbol
P (x1; : : :; xn), written P (x), then the result of replacing all occurrences of P in A by the predicate
expression 8 is written as A(8). The circumscription of P in A(P ) is the sentence schema: for all 8
[A(8) ^ 8x(8(x)  P (x))]  8x(P (x)  8(x))
which states that P is minimal among the predicates which make A(8) true, in the sense that the
only tuples x that satisfy P are those that have to - assuming the sentence A(P ). McCarthy shows
how a slight generalization allows circumscribing several predicates jointly.
Lifschitz [Lif86] modi es circumscription so that instead of being a single minimality condition,
it becomes an \in nite conjunction" of \local" minimality conditions; each condition expresses the
impossibility of changing the value of a predicate from true to false at one point. This is referred
to as pointwise circumscription. Lifschitz then de nes prioritized circumscription which provides for
priorities between predicates. Lifschitz [Lif85] describes the concept of parallel circumscription and
also treats prioritized circumscription. Grosof [Gro91] has generalized prioritized circumscription to
a partial order of priorities.
Lifschitz [Lif85] addresses the problem of computing circumscription. He notes that circumscription is dicult to implement because its de nition involves a second-order quanti er. He introduces
metamathematical results that allow, in some cases, circumscription to be replaced by an equivalent
rst-order formula. Etherington, Mercer and Reiter [EMR85] establish results about the consistency
of circumscription, showing that predicate circumscription cannot account for some kinds of default
reasoning, and also provides no information about equality predicates. Perlis [Per86] shows the inadequacies of circumscription to deal with counterexamples. He has shown that circumscription su ers
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introduced earlier [McC77]; by Reiter [Rei80a] who introduced his theory of default reasoning; and by
McDermott and Doyle [MD80] who used modal logic to handle nonmonotonicity. The second approach
views logic as an object, and extends the reasoning system with meta-devices. This is explored by
Weyrauch [Wey80] and Winograd [Win80].
I will not describe all of these theories as there is insucient space to do so in this paper. I will
focus on the rst approach. The approach to nonmonotonic reasoning evidenced by circumscription,
default reasoning, modal theories, and logic programming have led to a large literature since 1980.
Building upon this work, numerous results have been obtained. I brie y review some of this work. A
full treatment of all of the work is not possible here. Those of you who have a \pet" theory that is
omitted, please forgive me. I must say that in preparing this paper I have been overwhelmed by the
breadth and depth of the research that has been achieved since 1980. It is not possible to do justice
to all of the work in this paper. I have also decided not to include a discussion of truth maintenance
systems. For approaches to the semantics of these systems see [RD87, Doy79, Doy82, Doy83].
Ginsberg [Gin87A] has captured the signi cant developments in nonmonotonic logic up to approximately 1987 in his book Readings in Nonmonotonic Reasoning. This is a major source document
for work up to that date. It consists of the original articles on the subject of nonmonotonic reasoning.
Ginsberg ties the work together nicely with comments that are interspersed at the beginning of the
book and throughout the various sections. There are several major sections: background and historical
papers; formalizations of nonmonotonic reasoning; truth maintenance; applications of nonmonotonic
reasoning; and an appendix by Perlis that provides an extensive bibliography on nonmonotonic reasoning. Other extensive surveys of nonmonotonic reasoning can be found in [Bre91, DLNPS90, Luk90].
As will be seen in the following sections, nonmonotonic logic has a rigorous mathematical basis. Although grounded in classical logic, it is a new discipline that extends classical logic and, in a short
period of time - since 1980 has become a mature part of logic. A major text book on the subject
has been written by Marek and Truszczynski [MT93]. The book emphasizes work in default logic
and autoepistemic reasoning. I will concentrate on the formalizations of nonmonotonic reasoning and
their relationships to logic programming. See [Rei87] for an earlier survey of the eld. Books on
the foundation of logic programming [Llo87] and on the foundations of disjunctive logic programming
[LMR92] provide theoretical background on the semantics of logic programming including rules of
6

3
3.1

Nonmonotonic Reasoning
Beginning Research

The start of the eld of nonmonotonic reasoning is an outgrowth of McCarthy's 1958 paper on commonsense reasoning [McC58]. The paper by Hayes [Hay73] is another important early development.
The P rolog programming language developed by Colmerauer and his students [CKPR73] and the
PLANNER language developed by Hewitt [Hew69] were the rst languages to have a nonmonotonic
component. The not operator in P rolog, and the THNOT capability in PLANNER provided default
rules for answering questions about data where the facts did not appear explicitly in the program.
The formalization of the eld of nonmonotonic reasoning as we know it today started approximately in 1975/1976, with papers published in the 1977-1979 time period. Two important papers,
one by Reiter [Rei78a], and the other by Clark [Cla78] appeared in the book \Logic and Data Bases,"
edited by Gallaire and Minker [GM78]. Reiter set forth the rule of negation called the closed world
assumption, (CW A). The CW A states that in Horn logic theories if we cannot prove an atom p,
then we can assume not p. Clark related negation to the only if counter-part of if statements in
a logic program. The if-and-only-if (i ) statements form a theory in which negated atoms can be
proven using a full theorem prover. The importance of Clark's observation is that he showed that
for ground atoms, an inference system called SLDNF resolution, operating on the if statements of
logic programs was sucient to nd the ground negated atoms in the i theory that can be assumed
true. These two rules of negation are, I believe, the rst formalizations of nonmonotonic reasoning.
McCarthy rst introduced his theory of circumscription in 1977 [McC77], and Doyle developed his
truth maintenance system in 1979 [Doy79]. Reiter gave preliminary material on default reasoning in
1978 [Rei78b].
Nonmonotonic reasoning obtained its impetus in 1980 with the publication of an issue of the
Arti cial Intelligence Journal, devoted exclusively to nonmonotonic reasoning. In that seminal
issue the initial theories of nonmonotonic logic were presented. As noted by Bobrow in his \Editor's
Preface" to the journal, the approaches to nonmonotonic reasoning can be characterized broadly
as falling in two di erent classes. The rst approach extends the logic system in di erent ways.
This is characterized in papers by McCarthy [McC80] who formalized his theory of circumscription,
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1. \Logical" reasoning is not exible enough to serve as a basis for thinking; I prefer to
think of it as a collection of heuristic methods, e ective only when applied to starkly
simpli ed plans. The Consistency that Logic absolutely demands is not otherwise
usually available { and probably not even desirable! { because consistent systems
are likely to be too \weak".
2. I doubt the feasibility of representing ordinary knowledge e ectively in the form of
many small, independently \true" propositions.
3. The strategy of complete separation of speci c knowledge from general rules of
inference is much too radical. We need more direct ways for linking fragments of
knowledge to advice about how they are to be used.
4. It was long believed that it was crucial to make all knowledge accessible to deduction
in the form of declarative statements; but this seems less urgent as we learn ways
to manipulate structural and procedural descriptions.
Minsky wrote these statements in 1974. Indeed, in 1991 [Mins91] he holds the same view and
states
This focus on well-de ned problems produced many successful applications, no matter
that the underlying systems were too in exible to function well outside the domains for
which they were designed. (It seems to me that this occurred because of the researcher's
excessive concern with consistency and provability. Ultimately this concern would be a
proper one but not in the subject's current state of immaturity.)
At the time Minsky wrote his paper [Mins74], he was commenting upon logic and noting that it
was monotonic. Minsky's views are, I believe, also shared by Herbert Simon. I believe that Minsky
and Simon are more interested in cognitive modeling where logic has not been shown to be useful.
What are we to make of these statements made by a distinguished colleague who is among the
small number of founders of the eld of arti cial intelligence, and supported by another distinguished
founder of arti cial intelligence? Have we answered their objections after these 15 to 20 years of
work in nonmonotonic reasoning? Before I comment upon this, I would like to review what has been
accomplished since 1974 in nonmonotonic reasoning.
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place, the action has no e ect upon many of the other objects in the world.
Hayes [Hay73] was perhaps the rst to recognize the need for a nonmonotonic logic when he noted
that rules of default fail to satisfy what he referred to as the extension property, which he stated all
\respectable" logics should satisfy. A logical theory has the extension property i whenever a formula
is provable from a theory P , it is provable from any set P 0 such that P  P 0. The term \nonmonotonic
reasoning" is probably attributable to Minsky's \Frame Paper" [Mins74]. Minsky informally addresses
the notion of a frame (which does not relate to the frame problem) and states,
A frame is a data-structure for representing a stereotype situation, like being in a certain
kind of living-room, or going to a child's birthday party. Attached to each frame are
several kinds of information. Some of this is about how to use the frame. Some is about
what one can expect to happen next. Some is about what to do if these expectations are
not con rmed.
The statement, `about what to do if these expectations are not con rmed,' is a default rule of
some sort. This in uential paper, in its original, and widely disseminated form, had an appendix
entitled, \Criticism of the Logistic Approach." In the appendix Minsky states,
MONOTONICITY: Even if we formulate relevancy restrictions, logistic systems have a
problem in using them. In any logistic system, all the axioms are necessarily \permissive"
{ they all help to permit new inferences to be drawn. Each added axiom means more
theorems, none can disappear. There simply is no direct way to add information to tell
such (sic) the about kinds of conclusions that should not be drawn! To put it simply: If
we adopt enough axioms to deduce what we need, we deduce far too many other things.
But if we try to change this by adding axioms about relevancy, we still produce all the
unwanted statements about their irrelevancy.
Because Logicians are not concerned with systems that will later be enlarged, they can
design axioms that permit only the conclusions they want. In the development of intelligence the situation is di erent. One has to learn which features of situations are
important, and which kinds of deductions are not to be regarded seriously.
Minsky summarizes his critique of logic as follows.
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intelligence have shown that classical logic is not suciently robust to adequately reason as humans do.
Humans do not always reason as would a classical reasoning system. They leap to conclusions based
on commonsense reasoning. By commonsense reasoning humans generally refer to such statements
as, \... it is my experience that `this' must be the case.", or \... there is no good reason not to believe
`this'."
The subject matter of nonmonotonic reasoning is that of developing reasoning systems that model
the way in which commonsense is used by humans. Nonmonotonic reasoning must, therefore, be able
to leap to conclusions and be suciently robust so that when a conclusion reached by nonmonotonic
reasoning is shown to be wrong, it may be revised. Nonmonotonic reasoning is based on classical
logic, but it is a new logic developed exclusively by workers in arti cial intelligence. It is a signi cant
departure from the views of logicians and philosophers concerning humans and reasoning. Two other
subjects related to classical logic are also discussed in this paper: logic programming and computational complexity. It is of interest to note that all three topics: nonmonotonic logic, logic programming
and computational complexity are unique contributions made to logic by computer scientists.
In this paper I address my remarks primarily to nonmonotonic reasoning as it relates to logic
programming. I discuss the pre-history of nonmonotonic reasoning; what has been accomplished in
the areas of circumscription, default theory, modal theories and logic programming; and then provide
a summary which includes an assessment of the eld and what must be done to further nonmonotonic
research.
2

Pre-History of Nonmonotonic Reasoning

Nonmonotonic reasoning is connected intimately with the desire to perform commonsense reasoning in
arti cial intelligence (AI). McCarthy [McC58] was perhaps the rst individual to discuss the need for
the automation of commonsense reasoning, before any theory existed on the subject. Initial formalizations were propounded by McCarthy and Hayes [MH69], who discussed philosophical problems from
the standpoint of AI and introduced the frame problem, and by Sandewall [San85] who attempted to
nd a solution to the frame problem, discussed in terms of robotics by Raphael [Rap71]. The frame
problem deals with how one speci es that when an action that is restricted to a set of objects takes
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Abstract
The focus of this paper is nonmonotonic reasoning as it relates to logic programming.
I discuss the pre-history of nonmonotonic reasoning starting from approximately 1958.
I then review the research that has been accomplished in the areas of circumscription,
default theory, modal theories and logic programming. The overview includes the major
results developed including complexity results that are known about the various theories.
I then provide a summary which includes an assessment of the eld and what must be
done to further research in nonmonotonic reasoning and logic programming.
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Introduction

Classical logic has played a major role in computer science. It has been an important tool both for the
development of architecture and of software. Logicians have contended that reasoning, as performed
by humans, is also amenable to analysis using classical logic. However, workers in the eld of arti cial
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